BURNDY has a long history of designing high performance connectors and the introduction of the Copper WEJTap™ line of fi red on connectors is no exception. The BURNDY® copper WEJTap™ connector line is designed with labor and cost savings in mind along with many other appealing features. Offering expanded range taking capabilities to reduce inventory requirements, 12 sizes cover from #6 to 250 kcmil. Meets ANSI C119.4 including optional fault current test annex. High strength and rugged design for long term reliability and performance on copper to copper conductor applications.

Features and Benefits

- Newly expanded range taking capabilities
- New larger size connector for #6 - #2 applications
- Uses standard BURNDY® WEJTap™ tooling without the need for installation platforms
- Meets latest ANSI C119.4 (2011) including optional fault current test annex